Our Future Cities Design Competition
Seminar Series – Evaluation Results
March 2018
Event:

Our Future Cities Seminar Series –March 2018

Venue:

Multicultural Hub, 506 Elizabeth St, Melbourne

45 people are registered to take part in the Our Future Cities design competition and seminar series.
34 evaluation forms were received and answers are compiled below . 75% response rate.

1. Out of 10, how clear were attendees about upcoming design BEFORE the seminar series?

Average 4.8

2. Out of 10, how clear were attendees about upcoming design AFTER the seminar series?

Average 7.4

3. Which topics from the series were most enlightening, practical and beneficial for attendees?
Participant background
* multiple disciplines can be selected

No

Average

Presentation

(out of 4)

13th

Urban Planning

10

Seminar 1

March

Community Development

7

Water Sensitive Cities - Briony Rogers, CRC Water Sensitive Cities

Environmental Planning

6

Urban Design

5

Engineering

5

Architecture

5

Landscape Architecture

3

Water Planning

3

Sustainable Business

2

Social Planning

2

ESD
Science

1
1

Horticulture
International Studies
Lawyer
Property
Maths

1
1
1
1
1

Implementing Water Sensitive Urban Design
Stephanie Hamell, Yarra Ranges Council
Seminar 2
15th March
Aboriginal knowledge for water management -Jason King, DELWP

3.5

3

Embedding aboriginal perspectives - Marnie Ireland, Yarra Valley Water

3.2

Cycling design for accessibility - Rebecka Gunnarson, SMEC

3.1

Seminar 3
20th March
Urban Greening and Community Vulnerability
Meg Caffin, Urban Forest Consulting

3.5

Resilience for Cities - Maree Grenfell, Resilient Melbourne

3.6

City of Melbourne Climate Adaptation - Kate Berg, City of Melbourne
Seminar 4
27th March
Community Interdisciplinary placemaking
Helen Rowe – CoDesign Studio

3.6

Interdisciplinary and innovative design - Jon Shinkfeld, Realm Studios

3.3

4. Comments from attendees about range of speaker topics. What was covered well? What was missing?
-

3.5

Passion and industry knowledge was great. It really helps remember when it sounds genuine.
Excellent range of topics and perspectives, It felt truly diverse and interdisciplinary.
More diverse background may be useful
It was all great. Please record them.
Could include waste, more on physical structure on the building, more indigenous values, more on social values,
Hoping to get more context of Arden itself. Could have been interesting if speakers knew about our competition.

3.7

5. Were the workshops sessions considered beneficial for attendees?
Not useful

Somewhat useful

Very useful

0%

36%

61%

Too short

Just right

Too long

45%

52%

0%

Not enough

Just right

Too many

24%

67%

6%

Not useful

Somewhat useful

Very useful

3%

21%

73%

Not enough mentors

Good variety

Too many mentors

3%

91%

3%

Not structured enough

Just right

Too structured

6%

48%

42%

How useful was it to have workshops at the end of
each seminar?
Was 30 minutes for each workshop long enough?
Was it beneficial to have four workshops?
How useful was it to have a mentor at your table for
each workshop?
Was it useful having four different industry
practitioners as ‘mentors’?
How beneficial was it to have structured questions
for the workshop?

6. Any comments about workshop content, timing or structure that we could do better?
These answers are clustered and combine multiple responses.

-

Need more time for workshops. We didn’t get enough time to talk. (Multiple comments made on this)
Not enough time in workshop which restricted in depth dialogue. Felt like time duration for questions barely allowed each
member to speak. Structure was debilitating. Let mentors do their thing. Let conversation go organically.
Too many interruptions and not enough time with mentors. Felt like an extension of presentations than a ‘workshop’.
Could be better to work with one mentor for longer, but was also good to get 4 different perspectives.
45 minutes for workshop would be better and therefore less time to eat and talk at end of speaker session.
Perhaps having questions on table to start the discussion with the mentor. Definitely didn’t get much out of last workshop

-

Need 5 mins at start of workshop to describe Arden precinct to mentors.
Didn’t get to talk with representatives from local community.
More cross engagement with other students would be good. Maybe instead of groups, have a massive group.
Music distracting and too loud.
As masters students we have many classes between 5.30 and 7.30pm. Is it possible for workshops to be online.
Great. Well-structured and organized. Very thoughtful questions, presentations and facilitations.
Great. Fantastic experience. It is my first time doing workshops before a competition. I cannot think of a better idea.

7. What were the most valuable parts of this seminar series for attendees?
82% Improved my understanding of the wide range of city
liveability issues to consider in design

73%

Linked us with industry mentors who gave us useful
advice that we will consider in our design

48% Brought my team together early so we could get to know 42%
each other

Made me feel part of a larger supported group
program beyond my competition group

42% Brought my team together to consider design ideas and
the perspective of different disciplines

Other (please describe below)

0%

8. Out of 10, how satisfied were attendees with the seminar series?

Average 7.9

0
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7%

7%

21%

32%

26%

7%

Highly unsatisfied

Neutral

Highly satisfied

response

9. Did attendees have any questions you would like to ask Our Future Cities?
-

-

Any further accessible resources to support us aside from the seminar and workshops?
It is not clear what we have to present (outlier – check details)
Have a Q&A session that is more engaging with everyone in the audience and therefore hear a variety of perspectives from
students.

